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Innovators In Protective Packaging. These four words form the basis of our business. They describe us. They are what we are constantly
striving to achieve. They influence the day to dayDistributors
and define the long term strategy. They
provide
the inspiration to our staff – from
Sheet
material
our designers, production team and sales team to our directors and everyone in between. GWP Group take pride in being innovators in
protective packaging.

Efficiency

Single Source

Corrugated Boxes

The unique way in which the GWP Group is structured,
divisions, ensures an unrivalled depth of
SPA
Emailsas individually distinct but complementary
experience and expertise in the design and manufacture of a broad spectrum of transit packaging. With each division focusing on a specific

Specialist
corrugated
Environment
discipline within the packaging market, and a working
environment that allows for overlap
of ideas,
technologies and knowledge, GWP can
supply packaging solutions that will satisfy any specification, no matter how technically challenging or cost driven.

ESD Foam

CorstatSSI Schaefer

Stock Reduction

Exclusives
Foam
Foam Packaging

Costs

Unique Benefits
Waterproof cases
Wesbsite

Fulfilment

CustomWhycases
GWP
01: Design
An engineering and design focused approach
> Experienced & award winning design team
> Strong focus on achieving genuine value
> Packaging tailored to your requirements
Many packaging companies view design as something of secondary
importance to selling the nearest “off the shelf” carton, or they’ll use a
library of standard designs. Whilst this may be a relatively low cost way of

02: Efficiency

Logistical support and maximising efficiency
Damage

Whilst there are many aspects of your business that you could analyse

Distributors

to identify efficiency gains, perhaps the largest opportunity lies with
your packaging and its’ associated processes.

experienced designers, you can be sure your packaging resolves any
issues you’re facing, performs to full potential, and is truly cost effective.

operations, the improvements can be quick and significant. GWP

Efficiency

are confident we can improve how you handle orders and deliveries.
Improve (and reduce) the way you store and retrieve stock. And even

Sheet material

> Can make a genuine impact on your costs
Wesbsite
Custom
cases
> Completely impartial, free & no obligation
Do you know if your packaging is using the optimum material? Does it

WhyDamage
GWP

Regardless of the value of the products you manufacture or distribute

seem like you have a lot of wasted packaging? Are you experiencing

however, by working with GWP Group you can benefit from strategies

a high volume of returns? Maybe you know your packaging isn’t

to improve product protection and reduce transit damage that are both

performing as well as it should, but don’t know where to start fixing it?

Single Source

If any of the above is true, then you could benefit from undertaking a full

This in turn can reduce the cost associated with returns, replacements
and written off stock, can enhance your brand perception and even aid
repeat sales through end user satisfaction.

SPA

Design

packaging audit. Working with GWP you’ll be able to identify
inefficiencies and cost savings, plus proven, actionable ways to improve.

Correx

Specialist corrugated

Corrip

And best of all, the evaluation service is completely free / no obligation.

Corrug

Distributors
TEL: 01793 754 444

Environment

Conta

relevant, and tailored, to your business.

minimise the admin of ordering & maintaining your packaging supplies.

Emails

> Actionable strategies to improve efficiency

Transit damage can mean different things to different companies.

Being involved in so many processes within your production / fulfilment
importance to your packaging process and wider business. Working with

> Use of advanced software and test data
> Pre-production advice, samples and testing
Fulfilment
Search
> Materials / designs unique to GWP Group

doing things, it can lead to a multitude of different problems.
GWP believe that intelligent design and use of materials is of paramount

04: Holistic

Protecting
your products, regardless of market
Comprehensive,
no obligation packaging audit Coatin
Waterproof
cases
Foam Packaging
Sample
cases
Costs

> Minimise your storage and warehouse costs
> Strategies to improve fulfilment times
Design
> Innovative ideas to improve your efficiency

03: Performance

WEB: www.gwp.co.uk/packaging

EMAIL: packaging@gwp.co.uk
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GWP Packaging aim to play an integral role in your supply chain as an effective manufacturing and design partner, offering you the benefit
of our 25 years’ experience in creating successfulDistributors
corrugated packaging products. So whether you are undertaking a cost reduction project,
need to reduce transit damage or simply require efficient, high performance and easy to use packaging for your latest products, you can
benefit from a solution tailored exactly to your needs.
And if you need to boost sales and
enhance
Single
Sourceyour brand, we can help with that as well.
Efficiency

Corrugated Boxes
Distributors

Besides being able to source the widest range of Emails
transit, fulfilment and retail packaging
from a single supplier, by working together we
SPA
are confident that you’ll see additional benefits too. From reducing stock and costs through Just In Time (JIT) supply, streamlining your

Specialist
corrugated
operations by rationalising your inventory or evenEnvironment
undertaking a full packaging audit, we
will always
look to reduce your costs and improve
your productivity.

CorstatSSI Schaefer
Efficiency

ESD Foam
Exclusives

Stock Reduction

Foam

EmailsCosts
Foam Packaging

Unique Benefits

Fulfilment

Wesbsite

Waterproof cases

CustomWhycases
GWP
Environment
01: Design

02: Efficiency

Fully managed inventory and JIT supply
Damage
ESD Foam

Custom designs tailored to your requirements
> Tailored to your product and application
> Cost / material savings for maximum value
> Accurate theoretical performance testing

03: Unique

Specialist
products not available elsewhere
Sample
cases
SSI Schaefer

> Minimise your storage / warehouse costs
> Reduction in lead times & administration
Design
Exclusives
> Guaranteed stock levels for reliable supply

Custom corrugated packaging can provide your business with numerous

If your business encounters high costs associated with the storage of

tangible benefits. They can be engineered to offer specific levels of

your packaging supplies, has difficulties with forecasting that leads to

protection during transit, reduce shipping and storage costs through

stock outages on your transit packaging, or would like to reduce the

minimising wasted space, and even be designed to reduce packing times.

admin of continual re-ordering, then a fully managed inventory with Just

FoamDistributors

04: Help

Free, impartial advice on the best solution
Costs

> Lightweight yet high performance spools

Coatin

> Design team with over 25 years experience

> Corrugated cardboard foam alternatives
StockSearch
Reduction
> Wide choice of specialist material finishes

> Free sampling service prior to manufacture
Custom
cases
> Highest level of ongoing customer support

With over 25 years experience in converting corrugated cardboard, the

Sheet
material
Unique
Benefits

range of products available to your business extends far beyond what is
thought of as traditional packaging. This includes unique products that

Whether you are a niche ecommerce retailer, large manufacturer of

Damage

industrial components, selling high value consumer products or acting as
a 3PL service provider, your business will be offered the highest level of

provide an alternative to more costly or heavier materials.

customer service.

For example, a range of corrugated spools / reels are not only lighter and

From receiving free, impartial advice to pre-production samples, a

Conta

Correx

In Time (JIT) supply could provide you with a solution.
An experienced design team will provide free, impartial advice on the

FoamEfficiency
Packaging

optimum solution for your business from conceptualisation to delivery,

An agreed stock level of your packaging will be held at GWP, ensuring

whilst focusing on reducing costs through efficient material use and the

you can order on exceptionally short lead times, free up storage space

bigger picture of enhancing your business’ efficiency and profitability.

and ensure your business will not run out of stock.

Emails
Fulfilment

Single cases
Source
Waterproof

more cost effective than wood or plastic, but also offer excellent levels of
durability and strength. There are also eco friendly alternatives to foam,
plastics and tapes which are simply not available anywhere else.

SPA
Wesbsite

Design

knowledgable team of designers, engineers and support staff will ensure
that your packaging performs exactly as intended. No problems, no
hassle, just cost-effective packaging that works.

Specialist corrugated
Why GWP

Corrug

Distributors
TEL: 01793 754 444

Environment

Corrip

WEB: www.gwp.co.uk/packaging

EMAIL: packaging@gwp.co.uk
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Design
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Contact
Us
Waterproof cases
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Correx Search
products

GWP Protective can offer your business the benefit of our twenty-five years experience in the successful design and manufacture of
protective transit solutions for high value items. Quite
simply, you can choose from theSheet
widest
range of custom built or branded cases
material
Distributors
available from a single supplier in the UK, each of which can be fully customised with bespoke foam inserts that offer precisely calculated
protection during transit. And if you are looking toEfficiency
boost sales and enhance presentation
of your
items, we can help with that too.
Single
Source

Corriplast

We are confident your business will see tangible benefits
designers and engineers. You can also take
SPA
Emails from working with our experienced
advantage of a range of services to make your life easier and reduce your costs. This includes a vendor managed inventory, mobile design

Specialist
Environment
service (ensuring you do not have to release items
for the design process), free unbiased
advicecorrugated
and no obligation quotes on any job, large or
small.

ESD Foam

SSI Schaefer Boxes
Corrugated
Stock Reduction

Exclusives
Foam
Foam Packaging
Fulfilment

01: Performance
Custom designs with calculated performance
> Custom cases & foam for any application
> Advanced software to calculate cushioning
> Eliminate transit damage and lower costs
The vast majority of foam converters, when faced with the challenge
of protecting items, will mistakenly “over optimise” the solution by
including much more foam than is required. This is counter productive
in that it both costs more in materials, and actually lessens protection.
GWP Protective takes a scientific approach, being one of very few
designers to use cutting edge software that accurately predicts and
calculates the ideal foam grade and thickness to protect your products.
By doing this, you can completely eliminate damage in transit.

Unique Benefits

Corstat

Waterproof cases

Costs

Wesbsite
Why GWP

02: Design

Experiencedcases
designers that come to you
Custom
> No need to release items for design process
> Accurate digitisation of your products
Damage

> Confidential service & free, impartial advice
Often an item can be too large, expensive, or sensitive to be released

Design

for the process of designing a suitable protective transit solution. As
such, it is now possible for you to arrange to have an experienced,

03: Inventory

04: Single Source

> Minimise your storage / warehouse costs

> Precision fit between your case and foam

managed
inventory and JIT supply Sample
A single
source supplier of cases and foam
RigidFully
plastic
products
cases
Damage
Foam
Packaging
Custom

> Flexibility in both volumes and lead times
cases
DesignSample
> Guaranteed stock levels for reliable supply

> Lower costs through using one supplier
Search
Fulfilment
Damage
> Reduce your admin & streamline ordering

If your business encounters high costs associated with the storage of

A common issue when specifying cases and foam from differing sources

your protective packaging, has difficulties with forecasting that leads to

is that, not only is the cost higher, but the fit and compatibility between

stock outages on your transit cases, or would like to reduce the admin of

product, foam and exterior case is less than perfect.

Search
Distributors

Sheet material
Design

knowledgeable designer visit your site or production facility to

continual re-ordering, then a fully managed inventory with Just In Time

accurately digitise your prototype or new product.

(JIT) supply could provide you with a solution.

Distributors

This mobile design service not only produces exceptionally accurate
results, but also provides a guarantee of confidentiality and allows you to
discuss your exact requirements with one of our engineers, face to face.

Efficiency

Sheet material
Efficiency

An agreed stock level of your cases / foam will be held at GWP

and experienced designers, GWP can reduce your costs through being

Single Source
Distributors

a genuine single source case and foam supplier. Plus, being completely
independent, we provide impartial advice on, and can cost effectively

up storage space and ensure your business will not run out of stock.

source, the optimum exterior case for your specific application.

SPA
Efficiency
TEL: 01722 416 440

Emails

SPA
Environment

Sam

Sear

With a well equipped, modern conversion facility, skilled production team

Protective, ensuring you can order on exceptionally short lead times, free

Emails Single Source

Rigid

WEB: www.gwp.co.uk

Shee

Sing
EMAIL: protective@gwp.co.uk
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Design

Search
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Design
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GWP Correx offers your business the benefit of our twenty-five years’ experience in the successful design and manufacture of multi-use
handling / packaging products. Put simply, you can
choose from the widest range of stock or bespoke Correx® bins, totes, boxes, trays,
Distributors
dividers and transit packaging available from a single UK supplier. Plus, we can help if you want to boost sales and enhance your brand too.

Efficiency

Single Source

Corrugated Boxes
Distributors

We are confident that by working with us you will see improvements in the efficiency of your operations, lower lifetime costs associated
with your packaging and, ultimately, a more profitable
Correx® designers focus on creating
SPA
Emailsbusiness. A dedicated team of experienced
products to streamline your operations and boost productivity, whilst a range of additional services are provided to make your life easier

Specialist
corrugated
Environment
and further reduce your costs. This includes a fully
managed inventory, minimal lead times,
no MOQs,
free unbiased advice and no obligation
quotes on any job.

CorstatSSI Schaefer
Efficiency

ESD Foam
Exclusives

Stock Reduction

Foam

EmailsCosts
Foam Packaging

Unique Benefits

Fulfilment

Wesbsite

Waterproof cases

CustomWhycases
GWP
Environment
01: Design

02: Flexible

High and low volumes at competitive prices
Damage
ESD Foam

Custom designs tailored to your requirements
> Bespoke Correx® items for any application

> Various material grades and colours in stock

> Cost / material savings for maximum value

> Competitive pricing with no MOQs
Design
Exclusives
> Cost effective manufacture of high volumes

> Free, impartial advice and sampling service

Custom Correx® handling products can provide your business with

With a large selection of material grades / colours held in stock, it

numerous tangible benefits. They can be engineered to work within your

enables the manufacture of Correx® packaging solutions in both high

existing setup, reduce shipping and storage costs through minimising

and low volumes to suit your requirements. This allows cost effective

wasted space, and be designed to aid the productivity of the end user.

03: Efficiency

04: Choice

Fully cases
managed inventory and JIT supply
Sample
SSI Schaefer

Widest choice of features and material options Costs
Foam
Packaging

> Minimise your storage / warehouse costs

> UK exclusive fabricators of Bicell material

> Reduction in lead times & administration
StockSearch
Reduction
> Guaranteed stock levels for reliable supply

> Visually striking print and branding options
Fulfilment
> Optional foam inserts & custom divisions

If your business encounters high costs associated with the storage of

Any GWP Correx product can be enhanced with various additional

your handling or packaging supplies, has difficulties with forecasting that

features. The use of Bicell to create dividers and inserts offers scuff and

leads to stock outages on your transit packaging, or would like to reduce

cushioning protection during transit and handling, whilst custom foam

manufacturing on high volume orders, plus competitive pricing on low

the admin of continual re-ordering, then a fully managed inventory with

inserts can also protect from impact and improve efficiency.

volumes. In fact, there are no minimum order quantities.

Just In Time (JIT) supply could provide you with a solution.

FoamDistributors

An experienced team of Correx® designers will provide free, impartial

FoamEfficiency
Packaging

advice on the optimum solution for your business at every stage of the

This stock holding of material also allows for exceptionally short

design process, whilst focusing on reducing costs through efficient

lead times, providing your business with the flexibility to respond to

material use and the bigger picture of streamlining your operations.

fluctuations in demand.

Emails
Fulfilment

Sheet
material
Unique
Benefits
Single cases
Source
Waterproof

Besides this, a choice of print options allows for logos, branding,

An agreed stock level of your Correx® products will be held at GWP

graphics, part numbers and even instructions to be added to any retail

Correx, ensuring you can order on exceptionally short lead times, free up

packaging or handling tote, bin or tray. As well as aiding the end user, this

storage space and ensure your business will not run out of stock.

can also help with brand awareness and identity.

SPA
Wesbsite
Specialist corrugated
Why GWP

Damag
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Environment
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WEB: www.gwp.co.uk/correx
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Damage
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Why GWP

Sampleacases
Damage
Widest range of ESD safe / anti-static
packaging available from
single source

DesignSearch

Design

With over 80% market share in the conductive / static safe packaging market, GWP Conductive can offer your business more than twentyfive years’ experience in the successful design and
manufacture of ESD protection forSheet
your static
sensitive items. Put simply, you can
material
Distributors
choose from the widest range of stock or bespoke conductive storage, transit or handling products available from a single UK supplier.

Single Source

Efficiency

Distributors

We firmly believe that by working with us you will see improvements in the efficiency of your operations, lower lifetime costs associated
with your packaging and consequently, a more profitable
- with vast knowledge of the specific
SPA
Emails business. A dedicated team designers
challenges faced by protecting from static - create products to streamline your operations and boost productivity. We also strive to make

Specialist
Environment
your life easier and further reduce your costs. This
includes a minimal lead times, no MOQs,
freecorrugated
unbiased advice and no obligation quotes
on any requirement.

ESD Foam

SSI Schaefer
Efficiency
Stock Reduction

Exclusives
Foam
Foam Packaging

Emails

Unique Benefits
Waterproof cases
Wesbsite

Fulfilment

Why GWP
AboutEnvironment

01: Exclusive
UK exclusive products and brands

02: Volumes

High and
low volumes at competitive prices
ESD
Foam
Aluminium
cases

> Sole manufacturer of Corstat® anti-static
> UK exclusive SSI Schaefer products
> Guaranteed protection from static charges

> Wide range of standard products in stock
> No minimum order quantity on all products
Exclusives
Anti Static
Packaging
> Cost effective manufacture of high volumes

Your business can select from the widest range of anti static and

An extensive range of standard products, held in stock, allows for

conductive packaging, handling and storage products available from a

the cost effective supply of low and high volume orders on short lead

single source. Many of these products are simply not available from any

times. Each product has been designed to work seamlessly with most

other supplier.

standard racking typically found within ESD controlled environments.

Foam
Careers

Specialist corrugated
Guides
03: Design

04: Availability

> Expert in-house product design engineers

> Exceptional coverage throughout Europe

Custom designs tailored to your requirements
Europe wide distribution network
Damage
SSI Schaefer
Lead Times

> Local distribution to minimise transit costs
Design

years experience of ESD packaging
Stock>> 25+
Reduction
Low volumes
Free, impartial advice and sampling service

> Product availability usually within 24 hours

If a stock item is not 100% suited to your specific application, a custom

Unique Benefits
Markets

designed solution can created to your exact requirements. This enables
the optimum level of protection, eliminating transit / storage damage.

A number of specialists in ESD safe / anti-static packaging and material

Distributors

handling products have been appointed official distributors for the
full range of stock products. This includes Corstat, Corriplast, in plant

Design

Distrib

Efficie

handling /storage items, totes, divisions and select SSI Schaefer ranges.
An expert team of designers - with vast experience of the nuances of

As sole manufacturers of the industry standard Corstat® products,

This range of stock products can potentially offer your business

stringent processes & skilled staff ensure the highest levels of quality

large cost savings in comparison with custom designed products. By

and performance are maintained at all times. Accompanying this is a UK

eliminating the need for both design time and tooling, the cost of these

exclusive stock-holding of the widely acclaimed SSI Schaefer range.

standard ranges are often significantly cheaper than bespoke options.

Foam Packaging
Case Studies
CasesFulfilment

anti static performance - will provide free, impartial advice on the best

NewsWaterproof cases

solution for your business at every stage of the design process. This is as
well as maintaining a focus on reducing costs through efficient material
use and the bigger picture of streamlining your operations.

Wesbsite
Packaging
products

By providing this range of products primarily through a nationwide

Efficiency

distribution network, it ensures a consistent level of supply and
availability for your business throughout the UK and Europe. It also helps
to maintain exceptionally short lead times and minimises delivery costs.
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Corrugated Board Coatings.

Correx products

Corriplast

Quality
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Trade board coating service for UKDamage
sheet plants
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GWP Coatings has been helping sheet plants across the UK improve their sales, productivity and customer relationships for over 25 years.
Sheet Plant Association (SPA) membership allows
a confidential trade supply of coated
corrugated
Sheet
materialboard, enabling you to offer your
Distributors
customers a broader range of packaging products. From corrugated boxes with resistance to water, pantone matched colours and even
packaging that inhibits corrosion, you can benefitEfficiency
from the unique opportunity presented
by Source
upselling to your existing customers and
Single

Corstat

winning new business.

Emails

Emails Resources
SPA

We’re confident that by working with us you will also see improvements in your operational efficiency. A knowledgable team of engineers

Specialist
corrugated
Environment
and advisors provide free, unbiased advice tailored
to your specific application, conversion
guidance
and no obligation quotes on any job.

Costs

When coupled with short lead times and low volume runs, your sheet plant can be more responsive and agile in fulfilling orders of all sizes.

Custom cases

ESD Foam

SSI Schaefer
Environment
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Why GWP

01: Trade Service

02: Water Resistance

Confidential trade supply to sheet plants Foam Effective, eco friendly water resistant coating
Search
Design
> Offer a wider product range to your clients
> Low MOQs - runs from only 200sq. metres
Distributors
> Lead times within 48 hours on all coatings

> Moisture resistance enhances usuable life
Can eliminate secondary packaging
Foam >>Packaging
Sheet material
Completely bio-degradeable & eco-friendly

Your sheet plant can offer a wider range of products and advantages to

Liquiguard water resistant coating is a unique, blended acrylic lattice,

your customers through the utilisation of coated board with enhanced

which creates a totally non-hazardous inert translucent film. It contains

properties. Supplied under a confidential trade agreement, all coatings

only water as the carrier system (with no solvents), making it truly eco-

are easily converted using standard machinery / methods, safe to handle,

friendly. Effectively, It allows you to offer high quality, moisture and oil

fully recyclable and manufactured in an ISO accredited environment.

resistant corrugated packaging to your customers.

Efficiency

Fulfilment
Single Source

Emails

SPA

With runs from 200 sq. metres and lead times within 48 hours, it also

FSA approved for direct contact with food and helping eliminate

allows you to be responsive to urgent enquiries, minimise your material

secondary packaging such as bags / liners, Liquiguard is fully recyclable

stock-holding and provide a higher level of service to your customers.

and bio-degradeable, minimising disposal costs for the end user.

Environment

Specialist corrugated

03: Pantone Matching

04: Wide Range

The only Pantone matched flood coating
Unique
Benefits
Corrugated
Boxes

Quote

Widest choice of coatings from a single source

> Perfect for POS & retail applications

> Exclusive UK suppliers of Corstat

> Exact Pantone matching
Waterproof
cases
Corstat
> Cheaper / better quality vs other methods

Resources

> Nomar anti abrasion (scuff protection)
> MetPro VCI inhibitor to eliminate corrosion

Spectrumcoat colour flood coating is a vastly superior alternative to

Corrugated board with additional properties allows you to boost your

printing overall solid colours using flexo or silk screen. With a high quality

sales by offering a wider product range and cross / up selling to your

and consistent finish, it is particularly suited to retail applications. Pre-

existing customers. By working with GWP Coatings, you can specify

print quality allows easy conversion, overprinting and varnishing too.

from the widest range of coated board from a single source in the UK.

Another benefit is the ability to match any Pantone colour. This ensures

This includes Corstat conductive coating to protect static sensitive

your customers packaging not only matches their brand colours exactly,

items, a VCI inhibitor that prevents corrosion and eliminates the need for

but is consistent across their entire packaging inventory as well. This aids

secondary packaging (such as films or papers) and even the anti abrasive

brand awareness, recognition and, ultimately, boosts their sales.

Nomar that protects decorative surfaces from scuffs during transit.
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which the GWP
Group is structured ensures an unrivalled
Resources
SSI Schaefer
ESD Foamdepth of experience and expertise
in the design
and manufacture
of a broad spectrum of transit
POSpackaging.
/ Retail
Contact
Us

Exclusives

Stock Reduction

This includes the creation of packaging that will satisfy any specification, no matter how

Protection

technically challenging or cost driven. So whetherFoam
you require corrugated cardboard boxes,
Unique Benefits
protective cases
foam inserts,
Correx® handling solutions, anti static protection for
Rigidwith
plastic
products

Waterproof cases
Foam coatings
Packaging
sensitiveCorriplast
electronics, corrugated board with specialist
applied or even a combination
Quality
of any of these, we can help.
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News
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Product info, guides, updates and more

Resources

Spe
SSI

Throughout the GWP Group, our ambition is to exceed your expectations. The unique way in
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